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R&D and Productivity Growth iOAustralian Broadacre ,Agriculture 

.J. D •. Mullen and'T.l.,Cox* 
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Agricultural Economlcs Society, Victoria University. Wellington, New Zealand, 
February '7-11. 1994. 

Abstract 

Many people share the view that too I.ittle is invested in R&Dln agriculture. In the 
context of Australian agricultura. benefit/cost analyses of individual projects and 
some large programs lend support to thIs view. However the lack of along data 
seriesoh R&D expenditure has precluded the analysis of the relationship between 
R&D and productivity .growth for the large broadacre component of the Australian 
agricultural sector. The objective of this paper is to examine this relationship using 
data from ABARE's survey of broadacre industries and a new data series on R&D 
expenditure for the period 1953 to 1988. 

* Economic Services Unit. Locked bag 21, NSW Agriculture, Orange 2800 and 
Department of Agricultural Economics, 427 Lorch Stl University of Wisconsin. 
Madison. Wisconsin USA 53706. This project has been partly funded by the Wool 
Research and Development Council. Julian Alston. Phil Pardey. Bill Griffiths, 
George Battese. Howard Doran, Helen Nicol, Bill Foster, Kim Lee and Don Vernon 
have all made usefUl su.ggestions about parts of this paper. 
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R&D and ProductivityGrowthtn .AustralianBroadacre Agriculture 

1.. Introduction 

Vfews wldely held, at Jeast in theagrIcu.ltural research community t .are that 
research makes an important contribution to growth in agricultural productivity; that 
the returns from .investment ·in research are high; and that investment in research is 
too low. Ech eva.rri a (1990)cataloguedover20Q past analyses of agricultural 
research.at both prQject and aggregate levels ina variety of countries most of 
which estimated rates of return greater than twenty percent and hence provided 
support for these views. In recent US studies, Huffman and Evenson (1993) 
estimated that the returns to public research were 45 and 11petcent for the crop 
andlivestocktndustries and Chavas and Cox (1992) estimated that the returns in 
aggregate were 28 percent.. Thirtle and Bottomley (1989) estimated in the UK. the 
rate of return was about 1 00 percent. Ina study of New Zealand agriculture, 
Scobie and Everleens (1986) estimated that the returns to research had been 
'around 30 percentl(p. 92). 

In Australia, analyses ·of ·individual projects or programs have also generally 
supported the view that the returns to public research (partly funded by industry 
levies) are high. Prominent examples of such studies include Duncan (1972): 
Marsdenet.al. (1980) and the recent GRDCstudies funded by the Grains 
Research and Development Corporation (1993). 

More specific analyses of the underinvestment hypothesis have been conducted in 
the US by FoX (1985) and in Australia by the Industries Assistance Commission 
(lAC, 1976) and Hards and Lloyd (1990). Fox (1985) concluded that the level of 
public research expenditure ,in the US appeared to be neither too high nor too low 
at that time after adjustments were made for the social benefits of private research 
and the excess burden of taxation associated with public research. The lAC (t976) 
seemed to be looking for an each way bet ·arguing at one poInt that there was 
'inadequateevidence at the present time to justify a continuation of such a rapid 
expansion (in public research expenditure) as has been occurring·. This was 
followed almost immediately by the conclusion that 'rural research has q. high social 
return, particularly when account is taken of the external benefits to the community· 
(lAC, 1976 p.i) 1• Harris and Lloyd (1990) reviewed arguments for and against the 
underinvestment hypothesis, noted 'rates ·of return Which seem unrealistically large' 
(Harris and Lloyd. 1990, p19) but found the consistency of findings reas$uringand 
noted arguments which might explain the persistence of high returns and of 
underinvestment in research. 

Generally speaking the focus of these studies has been on public rather than 
private research. Evenson and Huffman (1993) found that the return to private 
research was 83 percent. Ghavasand C0X (1 992) estimated it to be 17 percent. 
These estimates are higher and lower than their respectlve estimates of the returns 
to public research. Only recently has the question of what type of research 
activities are appropriate for public authorities been seriously addressed and this 
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issuewiU not be pursued 'here. 

In AustraUaempiricalanalysis at an aggregate level that might :shed some light on 
thlsunderinvestment hypothesis has not been possible because research 
expenditure data have ~been unavailable. Such data have only been collected by 
Department of Science and more recently the Australian Bureauo{ Statistics since 
1968 atintervals.ofsevaral years2 .• In the absence o'f such data Hastings (198t) 
found a sIgnificant positive relationship between productivity and research as 
measured bya.lagged research personnel variable but was unable togo as far as 
9stimating 'a rate of return to investment. 

In an alternative approach, Scobie, Mullen and Alston (1991) synthesised a 
production function linking expenditure on research with productivity growth in the 
AustralianwooJ industry from a review of past stUdies of productivitygro.wth in the 
Australian sheep industry and an estimate of the level ·of expenditure on on-farm 
research by public rasearchinstitutions in .AustraHa. they hypothesised that from 
an annual rate of expenditure of $40m(in 1985 doltars).of which only$5m are 
funded by the wool levy. an annual rate of productivity growth of 1.5 percent might 
be attained. Using a model of the wool industry developed by Mullen. Alston and 
Wohlgenant (1989), they estimated that from this Investment, the average internal 
rate of return to Australia.might be In lheorderof 9.5 percent and theinternat rate 
of retu.rn ·towoolgrowersmight be of the order of 25 percent. They went on to 
estimate that the internal rates or return to Australia and Australian woolgrowersof 
a $1 Om 1ncrease in on-farm research might be about 5 and 18 percent. These 
rates of return are loW but they account for the leakage of research benefits to 
non .... resldents of Australia and the excess burden of raiSing taxes to fund research. 
issues which will be discussed at greater length below. 

In this paper we report progress on a project funded by the Wool Research and 
Development Corporation which has the objective of empirically analysing the 
relationship between productivity growth and investment in research in Australia's 
broadacreagriculture. An important part of the project has been to assemble a 
database on research expenditure by Departments of Agriculture. CSIROand the 
major uniVersities and the results of this arebriefIy described beJow. Another 
important component of the project has been to measure productivity gro'Nth in 
broadacre agriculture uslng index number, econometric and nonparametric 
techniques and the results of this are also briefly described below. We have also 
attempted to use these three techniques to measure the contribution of research to 
productivity growth. This work is not yet complete and the focus of this paper is on 
the relationship between the traditional Christensen and Jorgenson (1970) total 
factor productivity index and research expenditure~ 

2. The ReJationShipBetween Research and Productivity Growth 

Our objectIve is to estimate the contrihutionof research to productivity growth in 
Australia's broadacre agricultural industries. The product of investment tnresearch 
is a lagged increase .inthe stock of technology or 'knowledge which yields a flow of 
benefits to producers and consumers OVer many years. Changes In this stock of . 
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knowledge cannot be measured direotly;Mostoften,a flow of .past expenditures 
on research has been used as a proxy for the annual flow of serv.ic.es deriving from 
this stock variable. Otherrneasures of the change in the stookof knQwledge have 
included the humber of personnelengagedlnagrlcultural research (Hastings 1981); 
the annualoutputofpubUshed scientific papers :arisingfrorn rese.archactivities 
(Hastings 1978; EVenson and Klslev, 1973); and the flow of patent registrations 
(Evenson, 1989). 

More detailed presentations of the structural model Hnking investment In research 
with productrvity growth can be found in Scobie and Jardine (1988); and Alston, 
Norton and Pardey (1994). Most of lhis literature examines this relationship from a 
primal or prodUction function viewpoint. However the relationshIp can also be 
viewed from a dual perspective. Following the latter authors. a. reduced form cost 
model can be written as: 

1. Ct = .c(Ot,WV Ft. Rl• ...... Rt""r; ...... Et"6. Hit 4) 

whereOt Is a vector of outputs from broadacreagriculture. Wtisa vector ·of input 
prices, F, isa vector of fixed inputs, At is a series of past expenditure on broadacre 
research, ·Es is a series of past investments in extension* H. is the stock of human 
capital. of farmers from education. and Zt isa vector of other variables influencing 
productivity such as weather and :a tIme trend which might pIck up the impact of 
changes in communication, transport etc. This relationship could be similarly 
represented by profit or production functions. 

It should be noted that AUstralian .agriculture borrows technology from other 
countries and the model above eQuid be complemented with variables reflecting 
research investments in countries withsimHaragriculture to that of Australia. Note 
also that investmentitlagricultura! research has private and public components. 

Alston. Norton and Pardey(1994) identified three categories of approaches to 
estimating the relationship between productivity and research. The parametric 
approach involves econometric estimation of a production relationship specified in 
terms of production, cost or profitftlnctionsor in terms of an ad h@c single equation 
supply response model. In addition to conventional inputs (or their prices). 
measures of ·'non-conventional' inputs such as the stock ·oftechnofogy or 
knowledge t thef{ow of extension services and the level of education of farmers 
have been directly incorporated in thesemode(s. This can be termed a one-step 
procedure and is the preferred approach. We attempted this approach by 
incorporating a research variable into the costfunotion used by Mulleo t Cox and 
Foster (1992). We were not sucoessful despite adequate degrees of freedom 
because of a singularIty problem whlohseems to imply that our data set did not 
contain enough information toatlowestimation of aU coefficients In this model. In 
future research we need to reduce the number of interaction terms particularly 
those involving the research and trend variables. Another approach may be to use 
a more restrictive functional form such as the Cobb-Douglas as has commonly 
been done. 
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AnatternatiVetwo step ... procedure is to approXimate productivity growth . as an 
unexplained residual from parametric models usingconventionallnputsahdoutputs 
(or their prices), Ball and Chambers (1982) defined the rate of cost reduction as the 
derivative of the translogcost .funcilon with respect to a trend Variable. to derive a 
rate .of technfcalchange .equivalent to such a meaSUre from a primal model,the 

.,.~it rate of cost diminution has tobeadjustedforscaleeffeots¥ Antle and Capalbo 
(1988, p~45)suggest thaithis can be done b¥ divtdingthe series on the rate of cost 
diminution by the sum :of the fitted values ·of the output revenue shares (in the case 
ofa translogmodel).Thismeasureof technical progress can then be regressed 
against non-conventional tnputs. We have not yet pursued this approach>" 

The second category includes non~parametricapproaches which involve checking 
whether the data; that is observed chotcesconcerning inputs and outputs, are 
consistent witil'~ axioms ·of raUonal behaViour such as costminimisatiQn. 
Nonparametnc ~r!~lysis, does not impose a functional form but neither does it 
p.tovide theusu~1 gooanessoffitmeasuresof parametric approaches. Again 
nonparametrioana!ysescanconducted using:one-and two ... step procedures. 

The third category includes Index number procedures and Involves a two step 
estimation procedure. In the first step an index of productivity growth is formed. 
most commonly as the difference between Divisialndicesof growth in .outputsand 
.inputs. In the second stage, the measUre of productivity growth is regressed 
against the research,extenslonand education variables. 

~ 

We hope to useal~ 'approach from each .of these categories but in this paper 
attention is confined largely to the traditional index, numberapproaoh. The 
immediate task however is to define the research. extension and education 
variables that are common to all three approaches. .. 

3. Data Sources for the Research, Ex.tension and EducaUon Variables 

Agricultural research and extensIon tnAustralia have traditionaUybeen undertaken 
by State Departments.of Agriculture, the .Iarge universities and by the CSIRO. 
An important component of the project reported here was the development of a 
database on research expenditure in Australian agriculture since 1952. The axtent 
of this database and the way in which 'it was assembled will be described In detail 
In later publications3~ln brief, the data were collected from publicly available 
financial reports .. Jolntness both in production agriculture at the farm level and in 
the supply of research, extension, regulatory and education services by publio 
authorftIesmeant that it was not possible to identify expenditure by function, such 
as research, in broadacre agriculture without resort to arbitrary allocation rules. 

Tota(expenditure by Departments ·of Agriculture on aU activities was collected from 
publiolyavailable financialstaternents. Where possible we deducted expenditures 
a~sociated with government enterprises, $uchas abattoirs; agrlculturafcolleges; 
rutaladjustment schemes and crisis grants; and expenditure on community 
services such as animal welfare (domestic) to arrive. as nearfyas possible} at 
expenditure by State Departments on research, advisory and regulatory activities in 
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production agriculture. The proportion of totat expenditure in broadacreindustries 
was assumed to be the same as the share of broadacreindustries In thegro5S 
value Qfagriculturar production, GVP. in the State4- Thlsaltpcation rule (soften 
referred to as the congruence. mbdel.~ox{p. 452.1987) Ustedanumberofstudies 
that haveappUed thismodel.puring tlJeaOI

$ many Qepartmentsintroduced 
managementlnfor.matlon systems from which we were able to derive estimates of 
lhesharesof 'totaiexpenditurethat Were devoted to research,advjsoryand 
regulatory functions. For want of better information we applied theaverage·of these 
shares to tolal.expenditure by Departments back to' 1952. This typeofaUocation 
he.s been referred to a precedence model (Fox, 1987). This is an important 
decision as 'itrneans that there is' Uttte information on extension thatlsindependent 
of research. As 'agrbup, theOepartmentsaccountfor the largest share of 
expenditureonagricuttur'al research and thee)~penditure by Departments has 
grown 'steadily relative to theGVP of agriculture since 1953. 

CSfRO is the Jargestslngteagricultural research body in Australia. Total 
expenditure by CSIROon agricultural research was iestimated from published 
financial statements and the share in total GVP of broadacre agriculture was 
applied to this to arrive at an .estimateof expenditure by CSIRO on broadacre 
research. Note that research into processing industries was not included where 
identifiable. 

the universitie.s make a relatively smaUcontribution to agricultural research and 
rely heavily on external grants for funding. Total expenditure on agricultural 
research Was estimated to be the ,sum of these grants and a matching contribUtion 
from the University. ·Grants for research into intensive industries or for non
agricultural purposes were deducted to arrive at research into broadacre 
agriculture. 

In nominal dollars, total .expenditure by State Departments, CStRO and universities 
in Cigriculture rose from $15.1 min 1953 to $671 ,3m in 1988. Expendituregrew 
very slowly until about 1970 and then grew ata very rapid rate until 1988. Relative 
to the value of GOP inagrioulture, this Is an increase from 1.0% in 1953 to 5.9% in 
1988. Over the same period expenditure onagricuftural research rose from$8.4m 
(O~5% of farm GOP) to $394.;6m (3.5%)5 .. Research as a percentage of farm GOP 
was as high as6~O%in 1983 (Figure 1 ). Alston, Chalfont and Pardey (1993, p14) 
110te thatofOECD countries, Australia is second only to Canada in the level of its 
research intensity (defined as the ratio of research expenditure to agricultural 
GDP) . Expenditure on broadacre research in Australia rose from$6.0m in '1953 to 
$273.9m int988 t There is a growing divergence between the estimate of 
expenditure on.agrfcultural research used in thlsstudyand the ASS data. In 1989 
the estimate used here was about 75 percent of the ASS estimate. As yet no 
attempt has been made to reconcile these estrmates. 

Research and exiension expenditure were deflated by the price index for total 
expenditure ·on goods and services by public authorities. Price indices for research 
expenditure have only been available from theABS since 1977-78. We 
constructed an index ·of salaries from 1953 for a research officer in eStROof 
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laverage1 experience and 'qualifications (What is now referred to 'as anES3M) but 
this series did notexpJain changes in the more recent ABS 'state and 
commonwealth research indices.as well as total expenditure on goods .and 
services by pUblic authorities, hence.our choioeof the latter ,as the appropriate 
deflator. In real do!larsexpenditureon broadaore researohgrew Unearlyuntil about 
1970. SinCe then the rate of' growth of expenditure has been slow and has declined 
from· its maximum In t983 (Figure 2) • rheconstruction of Jagged research and 
extension variables is discussed In following sections. 

Data on agricultural research conducted byihe private sector in Au strati a is only' 
avaUablefor the limited period covered by the ABS.lnothercount~l~,s such.as 
Americaahd the UK. private sector research isa large as publicse~tor research 
;but it appears to be. much smaller in Australia. The Industries Assistance 
Commission estimated that private research onlyarnounted to seven percent of 
total rural research in Australia 'In 1973/74 (IACf 1976, p31}.We have made no 
attempt to incorporate private research 'in our analysis. Intuitively we would expect 
that if private sector research 1$ omitted, the impactofpublic sectorresearch Is 
likely to be overstated but Huffman and EVenson (1993) found that when private 
sectcfr research was included in their US study, the iimpact of public sector 
research increased. 

Productivity growth in Australian agriculture is also likely to be affected by research 
in other countries. The issues involved in accounting for tspiUover effects'are 
discussed in Alston et. al. (t994). Huffman and Evenson (1993) and Oavis, Oram 
and Ryan (1987). American R&D in particular Is expected to have an Impact in 
A:ustralla.lna crude .attempt to account for this impact we used data series on US 
public and private agricultural H&Dfrom Chavasand Cox's (1992) study but 
originaUyassembled by Huffman and Evenson (1993) • We .made no attempt to 
identify those components of these series that were most likely to 'spillover' to 
AUstralia because of industry andclimatio similarities. Another difficulty is that,at 
least in part, US R&D is Hkely to affect Australian productivity through its influence 
on Australlan R&D. TheUS data serIes starts in 1900 but only extends to 1984.4 
years shorter than the Australian series. We have had Jlttle success i.n using US 
R&D expenditure to explain productivIty growth but have not pursued the question 
exhaustively6. 

The level of education of farmers,reported in Table 1. is also likely to influence the 
ability and rate at Which farmers adopt new technology. We have followed 
Hastings (t978) 1n attempting to capture the effects of eduoation in a schoo.1 
enrolment variable measured as the ratio of school enrolment to the potential 
number of students (the number of people aged 5 to 19)7. This variable has several 
deficiencies Which need to be addressed in futUre research. First it is an indirect 
measure of the educational attainment of the population of Australia rather than of 
its farmers8 although as Roy Powell (pers. comm.) pointed out, the qUalifications of 
the advisers to farmers are also important. Second I this variable fluctuates more 
than we would perhaps expect suggesting that it has not been measured well. 
Certainly it is unclear what effect short term fluctuations in the enrolment ·of children 
5 to 19 have on theeducaUonalattatnmentof the population of farmers. We 
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cmoothed the data by using a five yearmoVlngaverage.of the raw series.ltalsQ 
seems Uk.elythat this variable. a measure of current school enrolment, will have a 
lagged relationship with productivity growth. We ·found that afjve year lag seemed 
to perform best. 

Other variables used to eXplain productlv.ity growth have included the termsfo 
trade faced by farmers and a weather variable, reported 1n Table 1 .• We followed 
Beck et.a\. (19.85) In using a crude rainfaUindex based Ot'lannuat district rainfall 
Weighted by district sheep numbers in 1966 .... 67 as our weather Variable and 
ABARf:.ls(ABARE, 1992) terms of trade series (ratio of prices received to prices 
paid by farmers). Both variab'h:~$are expectedtQ contribute to shortrun variations 
in productivity growth.8eck et.a!. hypothesised a negative relationship between 
terms of trade and produoUvitygrowtharguing that 'In a high income. period 
(increasing terms of trade). expenditure on inputs wHJ increase but the relatively 
rnelastfb supply will be Httleaffected, thus resulting in an apparent short ..... term 
'decline.in productivity. The converse can be expected when output prices ·falP (p.7). 
The weather variable was always an important varJableexplainlng productivity 
growth but collinearity with other varJablesmade it difficuU to identify the 
contribution ·of the terms of trade variable. 

4~ Research Lag Profiles 

AsalJuded to above, the impact of research expenditure in a particular year may 
not increase productiv~ty aLa1l for several years and then persist for perhaps thirty 
years. In the case.of US agriculture, Chavas and Cox (1992 ) and Pardeyand 
Craig (1989) have estimated that expenditure on research may have an impact on 
productivity for up to 30 years. Tnelag structurs for public research preferred by 
Huffman and Evenson (1993) was 35 years. Scobie and Eveieens(1986) estimated 
that research had ,an impact on NZ agriculture for 23 years. 

To reduce problems .of multicollinearity and to conserve degrees of freedom. the 
usual practice in econometric modelling has been to construct a research variable 
as a function of past annual research expenditures. For example, in logarithmic 
form. the research variable may be measured as: 

where LR is the length .of the lag and the;"", variables reflect the shape of the lag 
profile linking research expenditure with productivity growth. Several alternative lag 
profiles have been used including an .inverted-V (or Deleeuw) profile (Evenson, 
1968); a trapezoidal lag structure (Huffman and Evehson, 1993) and an Almon or 
polynomial lag structure (Thirtle and Bottomley. 1988: Hastlngs, 1978). These 
approaches serve the additional purpose of giving a smooth pattern of lag weiqhts. 
They are discussed more fully in Alston. Norton and Pardey (1994). Collinearityin 
the data and too few obs.ervations have generally meant that the lag profile is 
chosen as much on the basis of prior expectations as on what is revealed by the 
data. Any econometric analysis is often subject to a strong maintained hypothesis. ~ 
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EVenson (1988), for example, mainta.ined the trapezoidal profile and tested various 
lengths of rising, constant and failing weights9

• Atst,)n et at (1994) note that there 
are other .approacheswhichimpaselessstructure on the lag prafile,st).ch as the 
use of probability generating fUnctions (Ravenscroft and Scherer, 1982) and a form 
-free approach suggested by Hatanaka andWaUace (1980) but these approaches 
are yet to be applied to the particular problem of agricultural research and have not 
been pursued here. Nor has thedisttibuted lag literature (Dhrymes.1981) 
involving the use of lagged dependent variables with aSsociated Qomplicatederror 
structures been thoroughly ihvestlgated. 

A major Hmitationof studies of this nature is the number of 'obs.ervations available. 
Whereas PardeyandCraig (1989) had 93abservations. most stUdies have far 
fewer than this~ The present study is limited to the 36 observations between 1953 
and 19l q~ We have decided to limit the research lag profile to 16 years, leaving 21 
years ·of :jata for identifying sources of productivity growth 10. Some degree of 
support tor thIs is provided by Hastings (1989) who eXamined Almon quadratic lags 
ranging from 12 to 30 years and chose the twelve year profile on the basis of 
highest H211. Thirtfe and Bottomley (1989) were restricted to a maximum lag 1(1ngtl1 
of 14 years but preferred a 12 year lag from a second degree Almon polynomial. 

We concentrated on inverted V lag profiles ranging in length fram6 to 16 yeais. 
The lagcoefficients.ArJ for an inverted V lag profile areglven by: 

= 
for 0 :$ r :$ l..J2 
for ~/2 :$ rs 4, 

where LR is the lag lengthi r takes successive values from 0 to ~, Aoand ~Rare 
constrained to bezera and 

where the series of research expenditure. R .. was deflated using the index 
described above. In implementing this model we divided the r's by their sum to 
ensure they added to one. Tile research coefficient associated withlnR~tJ A, is an 
estimate of the change in the measure of productivity growth. the dependent 
variable, arising from a one unit change in stock ofknowfedge in the current year. 
The impact ofa change in research expenditure in year t-r is given by ~. Similar 
expression can be derived for constructing trapezoidal lag profifes. The aggregated 
research variables for tag lengths of6 to 1 €i years are presented in Table 2. The 
trend In all these derived knowledge stock variables is very similar. They show that 
since 1968. the first year in which data for a 16 year lag profile is available. 
expenditure on broadacre res~arch increased at a decreasing rate. 

The standard procedure as described by H Jffman and Evenson (1993), tC.l choose 
between models which are estimated over the same observation perJodand which 
only differ by the length of lag profile~ is to use the criterion of minimising the sum 
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of .$quared residuals. Surprisingly there seems to be little attention paid In past 
studies to assessing whether the differences in the Sum of squared residuals 
between models is statistically signitrcant; although Oavis (p 75,1980) had found 
little difference in the research coefficient betweensevetalalternative lag structures 
and went on to conclude that 'Unless specific estimates of the partial research 
production coefficients are required it is appropriate to use current: research 
expenditures or a simple average ••• '.lri the empirical worl< below we have tested 
whether the different tag structures have stgniflcantly differentexph~natory powers 
using a likelihood ratio test. 

Our expectation Was that models based on the 16 year lag profile would be 
preferred to models based on shorter Jag profiles. Our .conce.rnwas if the research 
tag profile Was as long as thirty five years as suggested by Huffman and Evenson 
(1993) then our estimate of the returns to research over shorter investment periods 
may be overstated, While we can conceive of research projects ofa highly applied 
nature that may have an immediate impact Oh. productivity I the results of many 
projects do not become available for several years and have an impact far longer 
than 16 years. 

5. The Impact of Extension 

Extension activities are expected to have an impact on productivity but past studies 
have had varying degrees of success inmeastJring the Impact of e.xtension that is 
separate from research. Some studies have simply aggregated research and 
extension implying that their impacts on productivity are the same in magnitude and 
timing. Davis (1979) pointed out that another rationale for adding research and 
extension is that they are complementary inputs used infixed proportions. Again 
this isa strong restriction but given the difficulties encountered tn thfsstudy of 
estimating extension expenditure t it is an approaoh to be examined in futrue 
research. Other studies have regarded extension as adult education and 
incorporated it into the education variable. However an Important rationale for 
extension servIces in Australia has been to promote the more rapid adoption of 
new technology generated by researoh. Hence the preferred approach is to include 
extension as a separate variable but one which has a different lag profile to 
research. 

Huffman and Evenson (1993) met with success hi assigning weights of 0.5, 0.25 
and 0.25 to the current and previous twa years of expenditure on extension. They 
went on to estimate that the marginal internat rate of return to extension was about 
80 percent, a higher return than to research. Most other studies have been less 
successful. Davis (1979) estimated a significant negative impact of extension on 
productivity and noted several other studies that encountered a similar problem. 
Thirtle and Bottomiey' (1989) simply omitted extension because of coJlinearity 
problems. Problems of this nature raiseuncertainUes about the interpretation of the 
coefficient associated with the research vadable. The issue is the extent to which 
thIs research coefficIent picks up the influence of the omitted or misspecified 
variables. 
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The approach adopted by Davis (1979) seems to have been to estimate models 
with and Without extension and ·after noting little change In the research coefficient 
proceed to use the research coefficient frorn the model incluc!ing extension, 
apparently satisfied that bias Was not a problem. Thirtle and 80ttoroley (1989) 
added researchandexlenslonexpendlture in the denominator whencalculatlng a 
rate of return but they still referred to theirestimateasa return to research rather 
than a return to research and extension. The problem with either omitting extension 
or measuring ftwith error Is that the estimates of the other coefficients are to some 
extent biased and inconsistent. The extent of the bias depandson the correlation 
between researchandextenslon12 which we might expect to be positive but to 
decline as the relative lag lengthshetween research and extension increasest 

Perhaps the research coefficients estimated In past stUdies that have either omitted 
extension or measured its effects imprecisely ,can best be Interpreted as the 
effects of both research and extension. Another Jnterpretation could be that 
extension has no Impaot on productivity. 

In this study. because total expenditure by Departments has been allocated 
between research, extension and regulatory activities using a fixed proportions rule, 
the only chance of Jdentifying a separat.e contribution to productivity growth from 
these functions was through differences between states in these allocation rules 
and through the different lag proJiles for resoarch and extension. However, as 
detailed below, we had little success in estimating the contribution of extension to 
productivity growth. No doubt the high degree of collinearity between extension and 
research arising from the allocation rules we used is largely responsible for this 
problem13• As a consequence it seems most likely that our research coefficient is 
measuring the impact of both research and extension. 

To ameliorate this problem we need new information such as the ratio of research 
to extension personnel in Departments through time to allow greater variation 
between research and extension expenditure. However it seems to us that because 
researoh and extension funds come from the same source and because 
precedence is likely to bean Important principle guiding the allocation of funds, 
there will always bea high degree of collinearity between research and extension. 
More sophisticated econometric techniques than we have used to date will be 
required to separate the Influences of the two. 

6. Measures of Productivity Growth 

The data used to estimate productivity growth were assembled from ABAREls 
sheep industry and grazing industries surveys and its price series14

• It extended 
from 1953 to 1988 and Included producers with more than 200 sheep. The outputs 
were woof. crop. livestock and a residual category. The inputs were contracts, 
materials, services, labour, livestock use, livestock capital. land and plant and 
structures. 

There are alternative measures of productivity growth which can be used as 
dependent variables in second stage models seeking to estimate the contribution of 
research to productivity growth. The reference scenario is the traditional 
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Christensen and Jorgenson (1970) total factor productivity (TFP) index formed as 
the ratio of Divisia indices of aggregate output to aggregate input (Table 3). In 16 
years (out of 36) the index fell. There Is little apparent trend tn the rate of growth of 
productivity although perhaps the growth rate has become .more variable. Some of 
the variab1lJty In this index can be attributed to changes in weather and a weather 
variable was used in the models below. 

The TFP Index rose from 100 in 1953 to 218 in 1987 before declining to 206 in 
19B8.The average rate of growth was 2.3 percent per year'S, This is very similar to 
the rate of growth of 2.2 percent reported by Maleset.al. (1990). for broadaore 
agriculture in AUstralia between 1977 and 1988 but is a little lower than estimates 
from a range of sheep industry studies reviewed in Scobie. Mullen and Alston 
(1991),Although cross cQuntry comparisons should be made cautiously, a rate of 
productivity growth of 2.3 percent is larger than those reported by Thirtle and 
Bottomley (1989, p.1077) from several stUdies of UK agriculture and those reported 
by Alston, Chalfont and Pardey (1993, p.9) from several studies of US agriculture. 

Mullen, Cox and Foster (1992) pointed out that the Christensen and Jorgenson 
TFP index may be biased because it is based on assumptfons of constant returns 
to scale and an underlying translog production function. Using the same data set, 
they found that nonparametric analysis did not support an assumption of constant 
returns to scale and derived several alternative estimates of productivity growth. In 
general these alternative measures of productivity growth sUggested that the 
traditional TFP measure oVerestimated the rate of productivity growth. 

We noted above that other measures of productivity growth in broadacre agriculture 
can be derived using nonparametrlc analysis and from a cost function approach but 
we have not yet pursued these approaches. 

7. The Impact of Research from Total Factor Productivity Models 

The general form of the TfPmodels was: 

4. TFP = f(RES(L) •• EXT, EDUC(-S), TOT, RAIN, T, T2} 

where TFP is the total factor productivity index; RES(L) is deflated research 
expenditure with an inv.erted v lag profile of L years; EXT is deflated extension 
expenditure lagged over three years as described above; EDUC(-S) fs the 
education var!able lagged five years16

; TOT is ABARE's terms of trade index; RAIN 
is the weather index based on rainfalli and T and Ti are the trend variables. All 
variables except the trend variables were expressed as logarithms of their levels as 
has been the practise In most past studies'?, 

As noted above there was a trade-off to be made between the length of the 
researoh lag that could be examined and the length of the observation period over 
which the relationship between productivity growth and research expenditure could 
be estimated. Our initial strategy was to examine research lags of up to 16 years 
which implied that the relationship was estimated over the 21 years from 1968 to 
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1988. 

As expected the main difficulty We encountered was that of multlcQlllnearlty. The 
research, extension, terms of trade and trend variables Were an highly correlated 
{().80 or higher). Estimated models has H2IsofO.:85 or better and Durbin-Watson 
statistics of around 2.0 but generally only thecoefficfentonweather was 
significantly different from zero. The extenSion variable was always negative which 
we cannot explain 18. The best strategy to increase 'the number of significant 
coefficients. was to drop both the extension and terms of trade variables. For 
mode1s with research lags afup to 10 years thisgeneraHy resultediha small but 
significant fall in themode!s*explanatory powers (as measured by a log likelihood 
test) and an increase in the research coefficient. For longer research lags there 
was not a significant change in explanatory power and the research coefficient 
declined slightly • Details:of the .full and reduced models for the 1 0 year lag profiles 
over the t968/1988 and the 1962/1988 perIod are provided in Table 3, As a test for 
misspecificatton, the models were subjected to a RESET test by adding as 
explanatory variables second, third and fourth power terms of the fitted values of 
the dependent variable. In all cases the change in the value of the log .likelihood 
function was not slgnificant. 

The models without the ,extension and terms of trade variables had several notable 
features. The trend term was negative and significant, indicating that TFP would 
decline at rates of around four percent per yea.rbut for the influence of research; 
education and the weather. Jt is difficult to discern how the left out variables. 
extension and the terms of trade, which has its expected negative sign, can explain 
this trend. These variables were positively and negatively correlated with the trend 
variable respectively. A second feature of the reduced models was that the 
constant terms for the better' modelS were generally significant and always negative 
suggesting that without expenditure on research and edUcation. productivity would 
decline. 

In estimating the returns to research below, we have used the full models in the 
expectation that these models provide the least biased estimates of the research 
coefficient but suggest that this coefficient probably represents the i.mpact of both 
research and extension. 

Our intention was to discriminate between research Jag profiles of different lengths 
on the basis ofa significant difference in the value of the log likelihood function. A 
difference is significant when twIce the difference exceeds a critical "/,.2 statistic 
'It·, ~'~h for one degree of freedom is 3.84 at the 95 percent confidence level.. A 
sumrh~' ';)I' of the values of the research coefficients, their t-statistics, and the value 
of the fog ··;I:<elihoodfunctionfor a range of models varyIng in the length of research 
lag profileav ~ observat:on period over which the modals were estimated Is 
presented In Tc1·1Jf~. The critical value for the t-statisticat a90 percent confidence 
level and 270bserV~1' ~ is 1.703. 

It is difficult to draw definitlv "r,nclusions about lag length from these results. 
While a lag lengthof6 years po "rms poorly in aU observation periods, the 
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differences in the log likelihood function are rarely signiflcantfor the other lag 
lengths .. Note that We confined our attention to the inverted v lag profile after finding 
that the trapezoidal profile preferred by Huffman and Evenson (1993) offered no 
signifioant .changes in the log likelihood value. For the full models. a ten year lag 
length always gave the highest log likelihood value but with the exception of t~e16 
yaar fag model, the differences were not significant. For the reduced models. lag 
lengths of14 and 12 years give farger. though not significantly larger, likelihood 
values in the 1966/S8 and 1964}88 observation periods respectively~ For the two 
longestobservaUon periods there are few significentcoefficientsapart from 
weather. 

In general, the research coefficient declines with increases in both the lag length 
and the length of the observation period. Davis (19S0) found little sensitivity to lag 
(engthand wanton to suggest that it may be unnecessar/ to aggregate research 
expenditure in the way we have done. We tested the use; of the log of 
unaggregatedresearchexpenditure for the current year ~tnd for lags of up to 16 
years as an explanatory variable In place of the aggregated research variables but 
all models using these unaggregated variables performed poorly. This sensitivity to 
the length of the observation period suggests that a data ~,erjes on research 
expenditure from 1953 to 1988 is still too limited . 

. ~. More importantly a lag length of only ten years as suggested by our results seems 
to be too short. This maybe appropriate for very applied demonstration type 
tes~arch but it Is not difficult to think of projects that affect productivity for longer 
periods than ten years. The fact that the 14 and 16 year lag models were not 
prefe~rred to the t'sn year models suggests that the problem is not just one of more 
-data but cnaof model specification as well. 

The variabmW of the research coefficient as the observation period changed 
suggested that perhaps it was related to time. To test this an interaction term 
betNeen the resoearch va',tiable and the time trend was added to each model. In no 
case did thj~ vllriabl~significantly enhance the explanatory power of the model 
although n was ~josiijve. 

8. EsUmaUngthe Returns to Research 

Having established a ralationship between productivity and research expenditure, 
the next 'S~efls are first, to value the contribution of research, the value. of the 
marginal prooL!ct of research. and second, to estimate the return to the investment 
in research. the mar~'1al ,in'.ern,· rate of return, the MIRR. Again this process is 
made complex by the ')ng periol i "Jver whIch research activities have an effect on 
productivity . 

For the double log specification used here, the research coefficient Is an estimate 
of the elasticity of total factor productivity, TFP, with respect to the research stock 
variable,R;,ln equation 2. Of more practical interest Is the elastiCity of TFP with -
respect to researchexpendilure in year t-r, ~~r' The profile of A,.:s is derived by 
multiplying the research coefficient by the normalised series of weights (r/!r). The 
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marginal product in year tofa unit increase in reseatchexpenditure in year t-r is: 

MPt.t .. ,;: ~ .. r .TFf\ /~ .. t' 

The value of themarglnat product Is: 

VMPl;H ="''''{ ;TFP. - p. I RI""I 

where ?tis a Divisiaindex of th.e prices of the four .outputs from the ABARE survey 
data deflated by the Australian consumer price index for all groups (Reserve Bank, 
1991 } and H is actual res.earch expenditureonbroadacre agriculture in year t-r 
deflated by the price index for total expenditure on goods and services by public 
authorities. This procedure was recommended by Davis (1981) who pointed out the 
variety of past approaches. 

A.change In R 'in year t-r wUJadd to productivity for .~ years. The total value of 
marginal product, TVMP. in year tofa unit change in R in year t- I-flover .~ years 
is given by: 

5. 

Where I is the interest rate. Th.e marginal internal rate of return is the interest rate 
at which the flow of discounted benefits exactly offsets a one unltchao,gein R. Thfs 
tsameasure of the benefits from a one time increase In H and is the scenario we 
concentrate on In this paper. If R were to increase permanently then a measure of'" 
the benefits could be obtained by treating TVMPas a perpetuity. Note that after the 
initial .~ acilustment period, the change in productivity In any year is)... the research 
coefficient. 

Returning to equation 5. the TFPt.,r.Pt"r I Hl~lr term is time dependent. Hence lYM P 
is likely to vary with the year in which the change in R Is set to occur. The 
possibilities.rangefrom the first year of the observation period up to the most 
recent year whichwou(d involve projecting producUvityand price forward for·1;, 
years19

• To overcome this problem, the general practice in past studies has been to 
set TFP. Pand R at their geometric means but as Alston, Norton and Pardey 
(1994) point out, this 'averaging' procedure does not have an exact economic 
interpretation. 

Recall that the productivity data used here relate to average farm data from sheep 
specialists in the ABARE broadaore survey_ One approach to soaling this farm level 
value to an aggregate value is to multiply by the number of broadacre farms. 
However the number of farms fell from 101.000 in 197717820 to 80,000 in 1987/88 
making the ohoiceofscaling factor difficult. The ratio of the gross value of 
production from broadacreindLfstrles to the average farm value of production from 
the survey data was more stable .at an average ·of96,000 from 1953 to 1988 and 

"" 
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93,000 in 1988.WemultipJledthe VMP of research for lheaverage farm by 96,000 
in aU $cenarios21

• 

Fox, (1.985) raised the issue that consideration be given to the excess burden of 
raisIng taxes to fund research when estimating returns to public research. Findlay 
and Jones ('1982) have suggested that the marginal welfare cost of government 
spending in Australia.isin the range of $1.23 to $1 J35 per dollar 'of revenue raised 
by personal income taxation •. We have assumed that the excess burden ;5$1.40 
and hence the ~cost~ .of unit of re.search Js$1400 rather than $1 00022• 

We examined two scenarios here. In the first scenario. TFP. P and R were set at 
their geometric means for the partioular c)bservation period and the exceSs burden 
of taxation issue was ignored so that a unit ·of research cost $1 ,000. This scenario 
provides estImates of the returns to research thataremostsimUar to those 
presented in other studies. In the second ,scenario they \\:ere ,set at their 1988 
undeflated ~Val.ues~~and a unit of research wascosted at ,$1400. The economic 
interpretation of this second soenario woUld appear to be that we-are estimating the 
MIRRtoan 1.lcrement <of research fn198a that is going 10 increase productivity 
until2004assumfng resultin9~OfJtput changes are a. proportion of 1988 output 
rather thanaf output in subseque;\t years which wHicontinue to grow because of 
past research activities and assuming that there is no price effect from either past 
activities or from the 1988 increment. These price and output assumptions offset 
each other', hence it isa. matter for conJecture whether our approach ut1der or 
over-estimates theMIRR. 

As noted .above there is concern about the extent to which the research coefficIent 
picks. up ihelnfluenceofextenslon (or any other productivity enhancing factor with 
which it is correlated). Aga form of sensitivity analysis within each of the two 
scenarios above, using the estimated research·coefficlent (frommodefs where 
extension is treated as a separate variable) we added expenditure on extension to 
that on research and Interpreted the rate of return as a return to research and 
extension in aggregate24

• This procedure was used by Thirtleand Bottomley (1989) 
but they continued to refer a return to research rather than to research and 
extension. 

Rates of return are highly sensitive to the length of the investment period. From 
Table 4. it would seem that 2.0 isa conservative estimate of the research 
coefii.oient based on theso TFP models. Another scenario we examined was that in 
which the research lag Was spread over 35 years as estimated by Huffman and 
EVenson (1993) ,Weapplied thIs research lagtoa reseatch ·coefficientof2~0 and 
an even more conservative estimate of this parameter of 1.5. 

The marginalinternat rates of return for these different scenarios are presented in 
Table 5. The .rates of return for the 10 year lag scenarios are aU very high but fall 
to .more reasonable levels in the 35 year lag scenarios. Clearly an i.mportantarea 
for futUre· research is this question of the lag profile for Australian research. In our 
yjewthelag profile is likely to be closer to 35 years than t01 O. For the scenario in 
which the research induced increase In output and research expenditure are both 
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valued at their means.. the research coefficient is 2.0, and a unit of research costs 
$1,000, the marginal internal rate of retutnisalmost 100 percent Thlsis the 
scenario most comparable withothar stUdies. Usuggests that despite a higher 
research intensity, research in Australia has earned a higher return than that In the 
US 'and NZ, reflecting a higher rat~of productivity growth. Thirtteand Bottomley 
(1989) estimated that the rate of return in the UK was 1 00 percent but this was for 
a research prOfile only 12 years Infength. As Davis (1981 ) pointed out,comparing 
MIRA's from different studies has to be· done.cautiQusly because no standard 
approach has been used in therrcalculation. In particular we suggest that some 
preVioUs estimates of lhe returns to research may be more properly interpreted as 
returns to research and extenslon25

• Hence if the contribution of research and 
extension is valued at its. geometric mean,costedata$1 ,000 per unit and spread 
over a 35 yearlag.theMIRRmay be around 76 percent. 

If n~searchand output are vatuedat their 1.988 levels and the excess burden of 
taxation fsaccountedfor. the marginatihternal rate at return to research and 
extE!nsionfora 35 year fag and a research coefficient of~O. is 49 percent. It falls 
to 42 percenf6 .if the research co efficfe nt is only 1.5j reflecting the view of Mullen, 
CQxand Foster that the Christensen/Jorgenson TFP index probably overstates 
productivity growth. ·Ifweassumedthata research coeffioientof 2.0 only reflected 
the irnpactof research then the estimated M I BRto resea.rch is 58 percent. 

It .is .important also to remember that these rates of return accrue to the whole 
industry and not just to Australia. Mulleh • Alston andWol1lgenant (1989) found that 
about 60 percent of the benefits of new production technology In thawool industry 
accrue to Australia. For broadacreindustrtes asa whole, demand is likely to be 
lesselastio than forwooJ; supply in aggregate atleastasinetasticand the 
proportion af output exported smaller, hence Australia seems likely to capture a 
larger share of the benefits than sixty percent. Jfweassume, for lack of empirical 
evidence, ·that Australia can capture 75 ,percent of the returns from research, then 
theMIHR to Australia ,for the 35 year lag, and researchfextensloncoefficient of 
2.0, is of the orderaf 36 percent in 1988 doJlars. 

9. Concluding Comments 

This study reports the first empirical analysis of the relationship between 
productivity growth in Australian broadacre agriculture and expenditure on 
research. Data on research expenditure were collected from State Departments of 
Agriculture. CSIRO and the major universities for the period 1953 to 1985. Data 
from ABAREls sheep industry and grazing industry surveys were the basis of 
measures of productivity growth. Australla ranks high against OEeD countries ,with 
respect to expenditure on research and productivity growth. 

The relatively short data series restri.ctedourexamination of research Jags to 
profiles of up to 16 years in length which is about half the length of profiles recently 
estimated for US agriculture, Additionally highcollinearity between research, 
extension I the terms of trade variable and the trend variables meant that the 
coefflclents on these variables could not be estimated preoiselyalthough models 
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had hJghexplanatory powers and Uttleevidence ofsertal,correiation. 

Omitting the extension and terms of trade variablesgeneraHy had little impact on 
lhe sIze of the research coefficient and did notsignifieanUyreducethe explanatory 
powers of themodeJs but dfd result lnmore sjgnlficantcoefficientsinmostmodels~ 
In estimating returns to res,earch we used the research coefficients ftom the ,full 
models in theexpectatJon that they woUld be least btased~,Wehaveadopted a 
conservatiVe approach of' Interpreting the so-called research coefficient as 
,measuring the .Impact 'of both research andextensjon. Further researchfs required 
fnto the relationship between research, extension and producUvity growth and how 
this is bestrnodeiied, toanablethe separatecon.tributionsof these variables to be 
measured. . 

Models with ten year research profiles had the highest va(uesof the log likelihood 
fUnction ,although in general the differences ,from the 8, "12. and 14 year profiles 
were not significant. Such short lags donol seem credible and perhaps .arise 
hecauseof problems {nmeasuring and specIfying the extension variable. We note 
that because ,of the way in which researchandexteosion resources areaUocated in 
O.epartments of Agriculture, who are almost solely responsibfefor extension tn 
Australia, collinearity between these variables is always Uke.ly to be a problem. 
Hence collecting more data may not be a. panacea. 

We estimated marginatinternal rates of return from a one-off one unit increase in 
research expenditure that .gave rise toastreamof productivity gains over the 
lengthbf the research lag profile. We estimated rates of return for the ten year lag 
profile but also estimated ratesaf return under the assumptions that the lag length 
'was 35 years and the. research .coefficient was 2.0 and 1.5 The assumption about 
the length of the research lag profile had thegreatestirnpact on theMIRH reducing 
it from values in excess of t80 percent to values of Jess tr.an 100 percent. 

In our view the estimate of theMIRRfor research that is most comparable with 
other studies is that for the scenario In Which productivity gaIns were valued at their 
geometric means, the excess burden of taxation was ignored and a3.S year 
research profile was assumed. The MIRR's for this scenario were 98 or8S percent 
depending on whether a research coefficient of 2.0 or 1.5 was used. These are 
larger than recent US and NZestimatesandalmost as large as Thirtle and 
Bottomley's estimate of 100 percent for UK agriculture based on 14 year resaerch 
profile. Theysugge.st that the Australian agricultural research industry has 
performed at least as wen as that in some other countries. Higher rates of 
productivity growth in AustraUa underlie these higher MIRR's and more than 
compensate for higher rates of research intensity. We pointed that that the 
uncertainty surrounding the interpretation of the research coefficient with respect to 
the impact of extension, Is another factor making comparisons between studies 
difficult. 

Any assessment of whether Australia is underinvestingin pubic research must be 
made in the context of the opportunity cost of agricultural research funds In both 
other public investments and in private uses27.We have little information on these 
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alternatives, particularly with respeot to other pUbllclnvestments~ In our view the 
appropriateMIAHestimatesare those for the scenario in Whichogtputgains are 
valued at 1988 prices, the excess burden of laxation is accounted for and a 35 
year research lag Is assumed. In addition these MIRR's can be further discounted if 
it IS8ssumed that 25 percent of benefits flow to non-residents of Australia and if 
we interpret the research ·coefficient .as reffecting the Impact of both research and 
extension. In thlscase theMIRR'sare 36 and 32 percent for research coefficients 
of 2.0 and 1.5. We follow Fox (1985) 'in arguing that there is littleevidenceofa 
wtcfedivergence between the return frompubUctnvestments adjusted for the 
excess burden of taxatlonand the social returns from private investments. Hen.ce 
there does not' appear to be a strong basis for arguing either that there is under ..... 
or ,over- fnvestmentbygovefnment in agricultural researohandextension in 
Australia. 
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Endnotes 

1.~ The Industries Commission has recently :beguna new inquIry Into R&D In 
the Australian economy (not lust c;1gticutture)to be completed 1n1995. 

2~ R&D .expendlture data 'w.erefirstcollected 8.S part of Pro!ectScore by the 
Department of Soience. 

a. MsKim Lee was largely responslble for assembling 'the database~ 

4~ The share of broadaore industries InGVP wasesUmaled as a five year 
moving average to smooth out short term prIce and seasonal fluctuations. 

5tlncalculating these peroentages,expenditure has been related to nomInal 
GOP rather than to .a5 yearmovfng .averageofGDP. 

6. In deriving US research variebleS,expenditure was deflated by aUS 
research deflator and Huffmanal1d 'Evenson's (1993) preferred lag profile 
over 35 years was applied. 

7. Hastings {t978} used average attendance as the numerator but this variable 
is no Jonyer reported and we were forced to used total :school enrolments. 

B. Huffman and Evenson (1989) used average number ·of years of schooling 
completed by 'farmers. 

9. He discriminated between models on the basis onmaximfsing partial 
corre.lationcoefficients but could have used the more conventional approach 
of minImising the residual sumot squared errors. 

10. Restricting the impact of research to be zero at the endpoints explains the 
apparent anomaly here. 

11. Note that in selecting a research profile Hastlngs included only the research 
variable In his model. Having seleoted the lag length he then examined the 
influence of other variables such as education and a weather variable to pick 
up the impact of droughts. 

12. As measured by the coefficient on research in a regression of extension 
against the other expJanatory variables. 

13. An alternative approach was to argue that the research activities of 
Departments could be classified as being Jargely ota very applied nature 
havIng an immediate but short lived ,impact on productivity and hence to 
treat all the activities of Departments as having the time profile described 
above for extension. Conversely the activities of CSIRO and unjversities 
would continue to be classified as research with a 16 year reseaJch profile. 
Preliminary results suggest that there is still such a high degree of 
collinearity between these two variables that their preoise estimation is not 
possible and w.e reverted to the former approach. 
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14. The dataset Was assembled by Phil Knopke of ASARE wfthfinancial 
support from theWRDC. 

15. Obtained by regressing the log of TFP against a time trend. 

16. A lag of five years was chosen on the basis of log likelihood tests over 
several observations periods starting .in 1962 for a researoh lag profile of1 0 
years. 

17. Un ear models were also estimated but were discarded because their 
coefficients wer.e less stab/eaS the observation period was altered than the 
log models. 

18. It was significantly negative fOr some short lag models. We tested extension 
defined as expenditure ihthe current year. There was little basis to prefer 
one definition against the other. 

19. Assumlngaten year research lag we could have calculated anMIRRfor 
each year from 1962 to 1972 using actual data for TFP I P and R. This could 
have been done fora fixed research coefficient or for a time varying 
coefficient. This approach would have a clearer economic interpretation, 
being the MIRR from increments in researchfn the period from 1962 to 
1972. but would perhaps be more subject to the lpeculiariUes' of those years. 

20. Data on the number of broadacrefarms prior to this were unavailable but 
was undoubtedly larger. The geometric means of the TFP, P .and R series 
occurred prior to 1977/78. 

21. Another scaling alternative was to replace the TFP.P term by the gross 
. value of broadacre agriculture deflated by the CPI but thfs series reflects 
changes in input use. 

22. Research spending was measured in thousands of dollars. 

23. In this scenario the choice was between using 1988 nominal values for P 
and R or 1988 values in 1953 dollars. The approaches differ because the 
deflators used for P and R differed by about thirty percent by 1988. We 
chose the more conservative approach of using nominal 1988 values. 

24. we estimated models in Which research and extension Were simply added 
together prior to the imposition of a lag profile. This model says that 
research and extension are the same and hence is clearly misspecified. The 
explanatory power of these models was less than though not significantly 
less than that of our preferred models but the research/extension coefficient 
was sometimes twenty percent lower. 

25. They overestimate the returns to research and extension if extension 
expenditure is not included in the denominator of their formula to estimate 
the MIRR. 
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26. Apparently a number of some gigntficance to galactlo hitch hikers. 

27. We also recognise that government Involvement in enhancing the efficiency 
of agriculture needs to be justified by the existence of market failure as well 
as the opportunity to earn high rates of return. 
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Table 1: Vl\riablesExpfafning Productivity Growth 

Research EdllC Weather Terms of Research CPI 
Year TFP as% of % Index Trade daflator 

GDP 
1953 100 0.54 73 110 248 100 100 
1954 99 0.62 73 87 248 104 102 
1955 97 0.85 74 89 230 107 103 
19$6 106 0.83 75 135 224 115 107 
1957 106 0.77 75 177 236 119 113 
19.58 94 1.08 77 6.6 209 121 114 
1959 114 1.02 78 88 193 122 116 
1960 i 14 1.09 77 98 195 130 119 
1961 122 1.16 76 94 184 135 124 
1962 124 1.38 80 84 168 138 124 
1963 129 1.36 78 94 172 140 125 
1964 135 1.33 77 127 186 145 126 
1965 128 1.47 76 89 175 152 131 
1966 109 1.82 76 50 173 156 1.35 
1967 137 1.77 77 72 167 164 139 
1968 118 2.57 78 68 157 171 144 
1969 149 2;07 78 121 153 179 147 
1970 143 2.60 78 97 149 189 152 
1971 148 3.38 7.9 94 137 206 159 
1972 158 3.24 79 105 139 225 170 
1973 134 2.58 79 73 175 245 180 
1974 150 2.29 79 115 1.86 281 204 
1975 187 3.32 79 1ag 126 353 238 
1976 185 3.65 78 88 1'15 406 269 
1.977 166 3.55 78 96 112 451 306 
1978 168 5.03 78 100 106 487 335 
1979 197 2.71 77 108 121 518 362 
1980 188 2.75 77 73 129 575 399 
1981 159 3.35 77 80 ~ 121 645 437 " I 
1982 180 3.79 77 97 108 729 482 
1983 1.52 6.00 78 77 102 808 538 
1984 208 3.55 79 140 99 857 575 
1985 216 3.78 78 140 96 909 599 
1986 213 4.25 78 100 89 973 649 
1987 218 4.00 78 100 89 1032 710 
1988 206 3.48 78 100 100 1074 762 
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Table 2; Lagged Research Varia.bleswithlnverted V Prpfiles 

Year RES6 RESa RESi0 RES12 RES14 RES16 
1962 9.05 9.00 8.95 
1963 9.13 9.06 9.01 
1964 9.21 9.,13 9.07 9.01 
1965 9.30 9,22 9.14 9,08 
1966 9.40 9.31 9.22 9.15 9.09 
1967 9~50 9.40 9.31 9.23 9.16 
1968 9.59 9.50 9.40 9.31 9.23 9.17 
1969 9.66 9,58 9.49 9.40 9.31 9.24 
1970 9.14 9.66 9.58 9.49 9AO 9.32 
1971 9.80 9.74 9.66 9.57 9049 9.40 
1972 9.86 9.80 9.73 9.65 9.57 9,48 
1973 9.90 9,85 9.79 9.72 9.64 9,56 
1974 9.93 9.89 9.84 9.78 9.71 9.63 
1975 9.96 9.93 9,89 9.84 9.77 9.70 
1976 9.99 9.96 9.93 9.88 9.83 9.76 
1977 10.01 9.98 9.95 9.92 9.87 9.82 
1978 1.0.01 10.00 9.97 9.95 9.91 9.86 
1979 10.02 10.01 10.00 9.97 9.94 9.90 
1980 10.03 10.02 10.01 9.99 9,97 9.93 
19.81 10.08 10.04 10.03 10.01 9.99 9.96 
1982 10.09 10.07 10.04 10.03 10.01 9.99 
1983 10.11 10.09 10.07 10.05 10.03 10.01 
1984 10.12 10.11 10.09 10.07 10.05 10.03 
1985 10.14 10.13 10.11 10.09 10.07 10.05 
1986 10.15 10.13 10.12 10.10 10.08 10.0·l 
1987 10.15 10.14 10.t3 10.12 10.10 10.08 
1988 10.13 10.14 10.14 10.13 10.11 10.10 

:: 
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TableS: FuHand Reduced Total Factor Productivity Modelsfo{ a to 
Year Research Lag Profile· and the 1962/88 and 1968/88 
Observation PeriodS 

Full Model Reduced Model 
Variable Coefficient I t-statistic Coefficient I . t-statistic 

1968- 1988: 

Constant -37.52 -0.97 -61.25 -2.23 
RES(10) 2.62 1.81 3.08 2.34 
EDUC 5,90 1.00 9,45 2.20 

; RAIN 0.32 3.57 0.33 4,12 
EXT -0,54 -0.61 
TOT .... 0.15 -0.84 
T -0.33 -1.26 -0.46 -2.16 
T2 0.005 1.26 0.007 2.22 
R2 0.88 0.87 
D-Wstat 2.13 2.10 

1962 -1988: 

Constant ~23.97 -1.08 -32.57 -1.55 
RES(10) 1.67 1.71 1.57 1.70 
EDUC 4.53 1.24 5.62 1.61 
RAIN 0.30 4.67 0.29 4.54 
EXT -0.57 -1.54 
TOT -0.14 -0.91 
T --0.19 -1.17 -0.25 -1.60 
~ 0.003 1.21 0,004 1.73 
R2 0.92 0.90 
D-Wstat 2.16 t.95 
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Table 4: Researchcoefficienfsfordifferent fag lengths and 
observatlon periods 

I~--------------------~----------P'--------~I Observation period/Lag length Research t-stat 
coefficient 

~. 1968/1988: 

~6 -2.090 -0.82 

RES~' 3.J;l46 

" RES10 f '" 2i6~ 1.81 

RES12 "'.. "\ 2.120 .1.64 

1.34 

RES14. <.. \ / I. 2.11~\ )1" .. 4 3 
RES16 +~\ ,.. 'f.{~"" ~k 1.891' 0.~),7 

... .lIo.. ' r'~ . 
" ~ " ~ ~i 

'... -;~ '. ,,/" ~ 1 
'\ ~~ ~ .. y 

1966/1988 '\ ~(' 

'. 
RES6 

RES8 

RES10 

RES12 

RES14 

1964/1988 

RES8 

RES10 

RES12 

1962/1988 

RES6 

RES8 

RES10 

" '\. 
~. 

0.004 t '0:00 
1.991 ,t,26 

2.255 1.83 

2.111 f ... 72 

2.279 1.58 

1.983 

2.196 

1,466 

0.440 

1.816 

1.672 

1.52 

1.88 

1.32 

0,42 

1.53 

1.71 

Log 
likelihood 

28.195 

29.016 

30.031 

29.643 

29.194 

28.399 

30.046 

31.204 

32.37~1 
f 

32.112 

31.806 

34.947 

35.714 

34.571 

37.186 

38.623 
38.994 
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Table 5: MIRR'sfrom TFPModels' 
"'~ 

1988 Values Geometrio Mean Values 
Cost of Research Unit $1400 Cost of Research Unit -$1000 

Research Research + Research Research + 
,Only Extension Only Extension 

% % % % 

to Year Lag 229 180 424 328 
from 1962 

10 Year Lag 328 255 562 430 
from 19.68 

35 Year Lag 58 49 98 83 
Research 
Coef. - 2.0 

35 Year Lag 50 42 85 72 
Research 
Coef.- 1.5 
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Figure 1 : Research asa % of GOP 
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